APA-style citations for online newspaper articles

Note: Newspaper articles will not have DOI numbers. You need to provide the web address for the newspaper’s website instead.

Correct citation for online newspaper article


OR


Incorrect citation automatically generated by Canadian Newsstand database (errors highlighted):

APA-style citations for scholarly journal articles

Journal article with DOI

Correct citation for journal article (with DOI)


Spot the mistakes in this computer-generated “APA” citation:


Journal article without DOI

Correct citation for journal article (with no DOI)


Incorrect citations automatically generated by research databases (errors highlighted)


If you can’t find a DOI number for a journal article:

Always check for the DOI on the first page of the article’s PDF if it’s not provided in the research database you used. If you still don’t find one – as is the case for this article from the McGill Law Journal -- provide the URL for the journal’s website instead. Simply look up the journal title in Google. You do not need to provide a URL for the specific article, just the main journal home page. See the example above.
For help using APA style, please see the library’s guide at: http://libguides.kpu.ca/apa

For ALL citation styles, you need this basic citation info:

1. Title of article
2. Author’s name(s)
3. Title of journal
4. Year of publication
5. Volume number
6. Issue number*
7. Starting and ending page numbers of article

*in APA style, if each issue starts at page 1, you MUST include the issue number. I always include it regardless, because it can be helpful when looking for full text of an article.